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Obstetrics in Family Medicine: A Practical Guide (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006


	A few years ago, a medical student who was working with me was struck

	by a car while crossing the street during her lunch hour. Because she could

	not walk after the accident, she was taken to the emergency department for

	evaluation, which included an x-ray of her leg. I met her there just as the

	radiologist was informing her...
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Radiology Illustrated: Chest RadiologySpringer, 2013

	Multidetector CT images of the state-of-the-art quality are increasingly produced in thoracic

	imaging, and in the near future, the CT imaging is expected to substitute chest radiography

	especially in outpatient clinic and may be ordered as a routine admission battery

	examination.





	In MEDLINE or other search engines,...
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Pediatric Endocrinology: A Practical Clinical Guide (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2003


	The aim of Pediatric Endocrinology: A Practical Clinical Guide is to provide practical

	detailed and concise guidelines for the clinical management of pediatric endocrine diseases

	and disorders. The audience is thus all those pediatric endocrinologists, pediatricians,

	and primary care physicians who provide medical care for children...
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Critical Care Management of the Obese PatientJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book provides health professionals with sound clinical advice on management of the obese patient admitted into hospital. It addresses all aspects of the patient's care, as well as serving as a resource to facilitate the management of services, use of clinical information, and negotiation of ethical issues that occur in intensive...
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Tissue Regeneration: Where Nano Structure Meets Biology (Frontiers in Nano Biomedical Research)World Scientific Publishing, 2014

	This unique volume presents the recent advances in tissue regeneration. The authors are all active researchers in their respective fields with extensive experiences. The focus of the book is on the use of stem cells and nano-structured biomaterials for tissue regeneration/tissue engineering. It includes the use of stem cells, naturally...
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The Puzzle of Orofacial Pain: Integrating Research into Clinical Management (Pain and Headache, Vol. 15)Karger, 2007

	In recent years, progress in pain research has yielded substantial new insights, and this has profoundly altered our understanding of various orofacial pain conditions. Written by renowned international researchers and clinicians, this state-of-the-art textbook presents recent advances in the understanding of orofacial pain and offers...
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Biomedical MaterialsSpringer, 2009
Biomedical Materials provides a comprehensive discussion of contemporary biomaterials research and development. Highlighting important topics associated with Engineering, Medicine and Surgery, this volume reaches a wide scope of professionals, researchers and graduate students involved with biomaterials. A pedagogical writing...
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Secondary Hypertension: Screening, Diagnosis and TreatmentSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides a comprehensive overview of secondary hypertension for clinicians, including cardiologists as well as primary training physicians and general practitioners.

	
		A large number of patients suffer from high blood pressure, and it was previously thought that secondary hypertension accounted for 10% of all...
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Ionizing Radiation Detectors for Medical ImagingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	Ionizing Radiation Detectors for Medical Imaging contains ten technical chapters, half of which are devoted to radiology and the other half to nuclear medicine. The last chapter describes the detectors for radiotherapy and portal imaging. Each chapter addresses completely a specific application. The emphasis is always on detector fundamentals...
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Fitzpatrick's Color Atlas & Synopsis of Clinical DermatologyMcGraw-Hill, 2005


	The Color Atlas and Synopsis of Clinical Dermatology is proposed as a "field guide" to the recognition of skin disorders and their management. The skin is a treasury of important lesions that can usually be recognized clinically. Gross morphology in the form of skin lesions remains the hard core of...
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Raw Foods BibleGuru Beant Press, 2007
The name on this book implies that it is strictly about food. It is not. There are many factors that contribute to health and disease. This book will explore three main categories of health: Nutrition, lifestyle, and the mind/body connection. Picture a three-legged stool. If one of the legs is shorter than the other two the stool will be off...
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Cosmetic Dermatology: Principles and Practice, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	THE ULTIMATE SOURCEBOOK FOR UNDERSTANDING THE SKIN AND ITS APPEARANCE


	“A concise, well-written, and well-illustrated overview of the topic of cosmetic dermatology that will prove useful to all physicians who care for cosmetic patients.”—Archives of Facial Plastic Surgery, reviewing the first...
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